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Sometimes, even the people closest to us canâ€™t comprehend the unrelenting pain of our past, as

was the case for Toni L. Coleman Carterâ€”mother, wife, outspoken community leader, human

resources practitioner, lecturer, and former government executive. For dozens of years, Toni hid the

scars of physical and sexual abuse, the shame of an attempted suicide, the challenges of being a

teen mother, and the granite obstacles of climbing the corporate ladder. When Trouble Finds You is

Toniâ€™s frank, vivid memoir that shares the experiences that shaped her into a trailblazer. By

inviting readers into her story, Carter reaches out to the hundreds of thousands who find consolation

in their silenceâ€”and empowers them with the courage it takes to find their valuable voice.
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When Trouble Finds You - Author Toni CarterLet me start by sharing first my own personal insight:

Life deals us all some pretty nasty blows. We all have had our share of life's struggles and trouble

--and if you have not! As the old saying goes "keep living". That's not being negative that's being

REAL! I have been so blessed by all that is written and shared in this book. God bless you Toni. I'm



so thankful to God for allowing our paths to connect. You are in the words of another Author Dr.

Linda Stennis --shared in her book May I Borrow a Cup of Sugar ~ "A divine KINGDOM

connection".Below are 4 key principles I read and related to the most. Why? because they were so

key and pivotal to my own life's lessons & journey: Which is from victim to VICTORY!My Favorite

Key Points:1. "Finding your own voice"2. "Treat people the way they want to be treated...not the way

you want to be treated"3. "Working alone never gets you where you need to go"4. "Attitude and

performance weren't the only things that mattered- I needed connections"Sincerely, VictoryPraise

Dunlap (aka Terris Khan)

When Trouble Finds You (WTFU) is a captivating and moving journey that can be instrumental in

detecting various forms of abuse. Thank you Toni for spreading your wings in spite of life's

adversities.In sharing this book you've encouraged others to become "Overcomers" too. I've gifted

WTFU to friends. This invaluable resource must be shared with the world.Gina Bishop- - -Shernell

received WTFU as a gift:"Good morning :) I wanted to thank you so much for that book! I read the

entire thing on my flight to LA. It was so encouraging and inspirational! I truly feel so empowered

with all the possibilities that are out there for me if I just push forward! Loved it!!!When Trouble Finds

You: Overcoming Child Abuse, Teen Pregnancy, Domestic Violence, and Discovering the

Remarkable Power of the Human Spirit

Initially, I would like to honor the author for having detailed a comprehensive examination regarding

her formidable adolescent struggles which were precipitated by the criminal actions of those

situated to protect, love, and nurture. The text allows the reader to be uniquely aware of the visceral

emotions, fears, and subsequent triumphant strengths illustrated by the central figure amid

seemingly chaotic environs. This must read and lovingly shared text is knowingly therapeutic and is

a cathartic release for readers having escaped similar conditions.When Trouble Finds You:

Overcoming Child Abuse, Teen Pregnancy, Domestic Violence, and Discovering the Remarkable

Power of the Human Spirit

I'm forever changed because of this book. Although I don't have any children, it'sgoing to help me

relate to all of the young people in my life. I'm a mentor for severallarge orgs. I really like the

discussion guide included. Other authors make you purchase thisseparately, but it built into this

book. I love it.Parents this book will help you open important conversations with the young peoplein

your life.Young people, this book can help you build stronger relationships with your parents.I



recommend this book to others; and I've sent two of my friends copies. I totally recommend itto

others.MBolden

I have read, "When Trouble Finds You" and had to read it again, because it has truly inspired me in

so many aspects of life. It has made me realize that through all the hurt and pain I am able to keep

moving on and to be set free of my past. I feel so renewed and revived by the story Toni L. Carter

has broken barriers down through sharing her life with us, and has spoken up and out for those who

are afraid or too embarrassed to do so.Thank You Toni for bringing what is hidden to the light.

When Trouble Finds You is a life changing must-read. It has 2 very critical resources most people

need in their library.The first is a built in discussion guide, which enables parents and children to talk

about the things they may fear the most. This second is a powerful lessons learned section.This

book is invaluable tools. Please consider purchasing it today. You'll be so glad you did.

This is one of the most Realist books I've read in years! I commend the author for not being afraid to

speak to the horrid things of her past in hopes of blessing and helping others!There are so many

levels to this book. Inspiring, educating and informative; just to name a few. Priceless!

When Trouble Finds You, gave me the courage to maximize my career potential. It taught me to

keep pressing even when the odds are stacked against me. This book has changed my life; and I

love my new job! I pursued it with diligence and refused to give up. If your stuck in a career rut GET

this book. It'll show you how to advance your career.
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